
East 11 Motorcycle Exchange,
LLC
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610-539-6973 
99 Highland Ave
Oaks, PA 19456

1979 Harley Davidson FLH W/FACTORY SIDECAR
View this car on our website at east-11.com/7299343/ebrochure

    

    

 

 

Price $25,500
Specifications:

Year:  1979  

VIN:  3G80252H9  

Make:  Harley Davidson  

Model/Trim:  FLH W/FACTORY SIDECAR  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Engine:  1340 cc  

Exterior:  Tan  

Mileage:  1,111

An amazing specimen, a Unicorn if you will. I'll start by stating that I
CAN NOT document the actual mileage on this rig, but what a surmise it
is that it is extremely low. This is a two owner machine. I purchased this
rig from a gentleman that had it for over 30 years. His words to me
were, "I never ride this thing, It's time for it to go." He purchased it from a
friend who bought it new from Hempstead HD in Nassau County NY.
who also "Hardly ever rode it" In our pictures you'll see a NY state
inspection sticker from the last time it was in 1995. It had 313 miles on it
at that time. It currently shows 695 on the odometer. I researched and
found that the current speedometer/odometer unit was replaced in
2012. The gentleman I purchased it from informed me that the speedo
unit stopped working for a short while. That is why I can not document
the exact mileage. This rig still wears the ORIGINAL TIRES that it left
the factory with. Take a close look at the tread depth on these tires.
Quite amazing! These tires were discontinued in 1982. These are bias
ply tires! 100% original HD paint other than some very light touch up we
have done. Starts right and performs flawlessly just like it did in 1979. I
can provide more pictures if need be. Can also do a live Facetime call
for interested parties. Clean and clear title in hand. When buying from
East 11 pay NO $435 Doc fee, NO $750 Reconditioning fee, NO $350
Dealer prep. You pay our agreed price, no more!! Of course tax and
tags to Pa. residents. We offer no financing. Please check with your
bank or credit union.Delivery available. CHECK OUR GOOGLE
REVIEWS!! DELIVERY AVAILABLE!
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Installed Options
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